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ABSTRACT 
Let Q be a nilpotent transformation acting on a finite-dimensional complex vector 
space. A method is given by which a diagrammatic representation of Lat Q, the lattice 
of invariant subspaces of Q, can be obtained. Basically the method consists of adding 
to the Hasse diagram of Hype&t Q the finite lattice of hyperinvariant subspaces of Q 
in a specified way. Some applications are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be a nilpotent linear transformation acting on a complex vector 
space V of dimension n > 1. A subspace M of V is said to be invariant under 
Q if x E M implies Qx E M. Denote the set of such subspaces by Lat Q. An 
obvious partial order on Lat Q is set inclusion. With this order Lat Q is a 
latticewithMvN=M+NandMAN=MnN,M,NELatQ.Generally 
speaking, it is impossible to draw a Hasse diagram of this lattice, simply 
because it is usually of infinite cardinality. Nevertheless the need to have 
some hind of pictorial representation of Lat Q seems almost inescapable, and 
if it is satisfied, the resulting picture may even be of some use. 
2. A SIMPLER LATTICE 
A condition on a subspace M which is stronger than the requirement that 
it be invariant under Q is that which requires it to be invariant under every 
linear transformation commuting with Q. Such subspaces are said to be 
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hyperinvariant under Q, and the set of them is denoted by Hyperlat Q. We 
have Hyperlat Q _C Lat Q. In fact Hyperlat Q is a sublattice of Lat Q. A 
diagrammatic representation of Hypedat Q is not difficult to obtain by virtue 
of the following observations taken from [2]. 
Let the Jordan canonical form of Q be the matrix N. Then N is a block 
diagonal matrix, N = diag(.I(ki), l(k,), . . . , .I( k,)), where ./( ki) denotes the 
ki x ki Jordan cell, i.e., each entry on the first subdiagonal of J( ki ) is 1 and all 
other entries are 0. Also, k, > k, > . * * > km> 1, and k, is the index of 
nilpotency of Q. 
Let Qk,, k,,..., k,) denote the set of ordered m-tuples (ri, r,, . . . ,rm) of 
integers q satisfying 
and 
k, - rl 2 k, - rz >. . . z k, - r, a 0. 69 
Then, using vector notation, if r < s if q < si for every i, then Q defines a 
partial order on e(k). With tbis partial order C(k) is a finite (distributive and 
selfdual) lattice of order 17~_D,(ki - k,+i+l) (taking k,+l=O). Moreover, 
C(_Ic) is order isomorphic to Hype&t Q by the mapping h given by h(r) = 
Cr_i@ker,/(ki)‘(. Here kerJ(k,)‘i has the obvious interpretation as a subspace 
of V via the canonical basis vectors, and J(1)’ is to be taken as the 1 X 1 
identity matrix. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let dimV = 6, and let {e,, e,, es, e,, es. es} be a basis. Let 
Q:e,~e,-,e,~e,~Oande,-,e,~O.The JordancanonicalformofQis 
diag(J(4), J(2)). Figure 1 is a labeled Hasse diagram of C(4,2). Figure 2 is the 
(4.2) 
b 
(0.0) 
FIG. 1. 
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FIG. 2. 
corresponding labeled Hasse diagram of Hyperlat Q obtained by applying the 
order isomorphism h. We adopt the notation that for any vectors e, f, . . . ,g, 
(e, f ,..., g) is theirlinearspan. 
3. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF Lat Q 
We now present a method of obtaining a diagrammatic representation of 
Lat Q. The method is presented in three stages and, as suggested in [l], is 
based upon an iteration of the equality 
htQ= U ([M,Q-‘M]:MEL~~QIR(~,}. 
In this, R(Q) denotes the range of Q, Q]n(o) denotes the nilpotent transfor- 
mation induced on R(Q) by Q, Q- 'M denotes the subspace {x E V: Qx E M}, 
and [M, Q-'M] denotes the set of all those subspaces K of V which satisfy 
MGKGQ-'M. 
The first stage, which presupposes a knowledge of the Jordan canonical 
basis for Q, consists of drawing a labeled Hasse diagram of e(k) and 
determining certain elements of C(k). The second stage consists of adding to 
this labeled diagram in a specified manner and results in a diagram depending 
solely on k. In the third stage this augmented diagram is relabeled using the 
order isomorphism h. There results a diagrammatic representation of Lat Q in 
which Hype&t Q is prominent. 
In the following we use the notation [r,s] for the set {q E l?(k) : r d q Q s} 
where r,s E l?(k). Also, if ri E C(k) for i = 1,2,. . . ,s, Cg,,r, denotes the 
componentwise sum. 
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First stage. Draw a labeled Hasse diagram of C(k) in the usual way 
(small circles for elements, and a rising solid line segment from T to s if s 
covers r). Put no = 0, and determine np, 1 Q p G k,, by np = (l,l,. . . , LO,, . . , 
0), where t,, l’s occur, tp being the largest integer satisfying kt, a k, - p + 1. 
Then np E !Z(k) for 0 d p < k, and no < n1 < - * * < nk,. Also, Cy_,,ni E C(k) 
for 0 < p < k,, and Ck,'_,,np = k. 
Second stage. If rip = (l,O, . . . , 0) for every p > 1, call the diagram ob- 
tained in the first stage the k-diagram. Otherwise, let p 2 1 be the smallest 
integer satisfying np f (LO,. . . , 0) and call the labeled Hasse diagram of 
[0, CJ’&rni] [obtained as part of the diagram of C(k)] the diagram on 
[O,Cy$i]. If p < t Q k, and the diagram on [O,C:Z$ri] has been obtained, 
obtain the diagram on [O,Cf,,n,] as follows: [O,,Zf:Ani] is order isomorphic 
to [n,, C:_oni] by the mapping r +- r+n, (i.e. “add n,“). Augment the 
labeled Hasse diagram of [n t, C: =a n i ] to obtain a diagram “ isomorphic to” (in 
the obvious sense) the diagram on [O,C::&I~]. Next, join “isomorphic” 
elements with a broken line segment or arc having a shaded disc at its 
midpoint. The resulting augmented labeled Hasse diagram of [O,C~=,,ni] is 
the diagram on [O,C:,aniJ. 
The diagram on [O,&,ni] [ = C(k)] is the k-diagram. In the above 
procedure existing shaded discs and line segments or arcs should be used 
whenever possible. 
Third stage. Replace each label on the k-diagram by its image under the 
order isomorphism h, expressing each image as a span of canonical basis 
vectors. The labeled diagram that results is a diagram of Lat Q. 
EXAMSLE 2. Let Q be as in the previous example. We have k = (4,2) and 
no = (O,O), nr = ns = (l,O), n3 = n4 = (1,l). In the second stage p = 3. The 
diagrams obtained after performing the steps “add n3" and “add n4” are 
Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The latter is the (4,2)-diagram, and the 
following relabeling of it (using the order isomorphism h) yields a diagram of 
LatQ: (0,0)+(O), (LO)+ (e4), (Ll)+ (e4.%), (%O)+ (e3,e4), CC11 
+ (es, e,, e,), C&2) + (es, e,, e5, e& (3, I) + (es, e3, e,, es), (3,2) + 
(es, e,, e,, es, es), (4,2) + V. (The labels (Y, /3 are for future reference.) 
EXAMPLE 3. Let dimV = 4, and let {e,, es, e,, e4} be a basis. Let Q: e, + 
es + 0 and e3 + e, + 0. The Jordan canonical form of Q is diag(.I((e), J(2)). 
We have k = (2,2) and no = (O,O), n1 = n2 = (1,l). In the second stage p = 1. 
Figure 5 is a labeled Hasse diagram of C(2,2). Figures 6 and 7 are, 
respectively, the diagrams obtained after performing the steps “add n," and 
“add ns.” The latter is the (2,B)diagram. Figure 8 is a diagram of Lat Q. 
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Returning to generality, we now describe how the diagram of Lat Q is to 
be interpreted and give a brief explanation of the procedure by which the 
diagram is obtained. 
Interpretation of the Diagram of Lat Q 
The labeled elements are precisely the hyperinvariant subspaces of Q, and 
these, together with the solid line segments joining them, constitute a labeled 
Hasse diagram of Hyperlat Q. A line segment or arc joining two “hyperin- 
variant subspaces” with a shaded disc at its midpoint is to be taken to mean 
that these subspaces differ in dimension by more than 1 and that every 
subspace of V between them is invariant under Q. The shaded disc represents 
the typical such subspace. If two shaded discs are joined by a broken line 
segment or arc with a shaded disc at its midpoint, that is to be taken to mean 
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that these “typical subspaces” differ in dimension by more than 1 and that, 
corresponding to the lower shaded disc representing whatever “type” of 
invariant subspace, there is another invariant subspace of the “type” repre- 
sented by the upper shaded disc, such that every subspace of V between them 
is invariant under Q. The bisecting shaded disc represents the typical such 
subspace. 
Explanation of the Procedure 
The following considerations lead to the procedure by which a diagram of 
Iat Q is obtained and to its subsequent interpretation. For subspaces M, N of 
V, let [M, N] denote the set of subspaces K of V satisfying M G K G N. T.et 
[M, NIL (respectively [M, NIH) denote the set of subspaces which belong to 
[M, N] and are invariant (respectively hyperinvariant) under Q. 
(1) We have 
(o)=R(Qkl)~R(Qkl-l)~..‘. cR(Q’)cR(Q’)=V. 
For 0 Q p Q k, let Q,, denote the transformation induced by Q on R(Qkl-“). 
Then Qp is nilpotent of index p, and Qp induces Qp_ 1 on R(Q,). By Theorem 
7 of PI, 
LatQ,= U {[M,Q;‘M]:MELatQ,_,}, (*) 
and Lat Q can be found by iterating this equation, beginning with p = 1 and 
finishing with p = k,. 
(2) For 0 < p < k, both ker Q n R(Qkl-P) and R(Qkl-P) are hyperin- 
variant under Q. In fact, kerQ n R(Qklep) = h(n,) and R(Qklvp) = 
h(Cy=‘=,n,), where the ni are as described in the first stage. 
(3) Equation ( * ) may be rewritten as 
[co), R(Q+~)], = u {[M,Q-1~ n R(Q~I-~)]: 
M E [(o), R(Q~~-~+~)]J 
for t =1,2,..., k,. For such t the mapping M -Q-lM n R(Qkl-‘) is an 
order isomorphism of [(0), R(Qkl-“‘)]L onto [ker Q n R(Qkl-“), 
R(Q kl-t)]L, and its restriction to [(0), R(Qkl-“‘)I,, is an order isomorphism 
of [(0), R(Qkl-t+‘)]H onto FerQ n R(Qkl-“), R(Qklpt)lH. The correspond- 
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ing order isomorphism of [O,C:&] onto [n,,C:,eni] is simply r + r+n, 
(i.e. “add n,“). 
(4) For rEf?@), dimh(r)=Cy=“=,r,. If nS=(l,O,...,O) then [O,C;,,n,] is 
totally ordered with s + 1 elements. Thus [(0), R(@-“)I H is a totally ordered 
set of subspaces of a vector space of dimension s with s + 1 elements. We 
have [(0), R(QklPs )lL = [(0), R(@-“)I H. Thus, in the second stage, we 
obtain no “new subspaces” until we “add nP” where p > 1 is the smallest 
integer satisfying np * (l,O,. . . ,O). 
The details are left to the reader. 
Some Applications 
(1) Let x, y E V be given vectors. Consider the question: Does there exist 
a transformation A on V commuting with Q and satisfying Ax = y? Let Q’ 
denote the set of transformations commuting with Q. Then Ax = y has a 
solution A E Q’ if and only if y E Q’x = {Ax: A E Q’). Now Q’x is the 
smallest hyperinvariant subspace containing i, and this subspace is easily 
found, once x has been expressed in terms of the canonical basis vectors, by 
referring to the labeled Hasse diagram of Hyperlat Q. Facilitating this, (i) 
Hyperlat Q is a finite set of subspaces, and (ii) every hyperinvariant subspace 
is spanned by canonical basis vectors. 
Consider Example 1. Using Figure 2, clearly Q’(e, + es - es) = V, and so 
A(e, + es - es) = y has a solution A E Q’ for every y E V. On the other hand, 
Q’(es - err) = (es, e,, es), so A(e, - es) = y has a solution A E Q’ if and only 
if Y E (es, e,, G). 
(2) The question whether there exists a polynomial p such that p(Q)x = y, 
where x, y E V are given vectors, is more difficult to answer. Let ?l’ = (p(Q) : p 
a polynomial}. Then, a polynomial solution exists if and only if y E 9’~ = 
{Ax: A E G_?}. Now 9% is the smallest invariant subspace containing x, some- 
times called the cyclic subspace generated by x. Reference to the labeled 
diagram of Lat Q may settle the question with little effort. Q’x is easily found, 
and y 4 9’~ if y g Q’x, since 9x c Q’x. More specificalIy, consider Example 2 
with Figure 4 relabeled as described (to obtain a diagram of Lat Q). There 
must be a polynomial p such that ~(Q)(ei + es - es) = es +2e,. For, since 
Q’(e, + es - es) = V, 9(e, + es - es) must be of type cy or type j3, each of 
which includes (ea, e,), which contains es +2e,. [In fact, (Q2 + Q3)(el + e2 
- es) = e3 + Ze,.] 
In general, reference to the diagram of Lat Q and consideration of Q’x 
narrows the range of possible types that the cyclic subspace 9x can be. Closer 
analysis leads to an exact description. Returning to Example 2, what is 
9(e, + e2 - es)? So far we have that it is of type (Y or j3. Now it cannot be of 
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type (Y, because, since the index of nilpotency of Q is 4, all cyclic subspaces 
have dimension < 4. So there exist M, N E Lat Q with 
such that M c T(e, + e, - es) c N. It follows that ‘5?(e, + es - es) = 
(es, e,, Ae, + cle,, q + e2 - es) for some A, p where M = (es, e,, he, + pe,). 
Now N = (e,, es, e,, es, ye, + Se,) for some y, 6, and since QN = (es, e,, ye, 
+ Se,) c M, we have y = A and 6 = p without loss of generality. Then 
e, + e2 - es E N= (e2, e,, e,, es, Ae,+pes) gives A= -p, so q(e,+e,- 
es)= (e3,e4,e2 - es, e, + e, - es). 
The latter is readily checked directly from the definition. Nevertheless the 
preceding paragraph illustrates a method for finding cyclic subspaces, of 
possible use in cases of high indices of nilpotency. It also draws attention to 
the following observation. 
PROPOSITION. Let Q be a nilpotent transformation on a complex finite- 
dimensional vector space V. lf M, N E Lat Q with M G N and every subspace 
K of V satisfying M 5 K c N belongs to Lat Q, then QN c M. 
Proof. Let x E N. If x E M, then Qx E M. Suppose x $Z M. Then M + 
(x) E Lat Q, so Qx - Xx E M for some scalar A. We show X = 0. If x * 0, 
then the restriction of Q - X to M is invertible, so there exists y E M such that 
(Qd-&): ;(Q - X)x. Ih us x = y E M, which is a contradiction. Hence A = 0 
n 
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